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It was shown in [l] that, whether “service ” is alternated or whether the 
winner of one game has the privilege of serving the next, the initial server (A) 
will have the same probability of winning N games before his opponent does. 
The result is striking, and it deserves a simple proof. 
It may be noted that under either discipline the following is true: When it 
becomes apparent who the winner is, i.e., when it first happens that A has 
won N games or B has won N games, then A will have served no more than 
N times and his opponent B will have served no more than N - 1 times. 
Regardless of how the match has been ruled up to this critical point, one may 
then allow A and/or B to serve additional games so that, at the end, A has 
served exactly N times and B has served exactly N - 1 times. The winner is 
the one who, after these 2N - 1 games, has won the more games. The order 
in which the games are played is of course immaterial by assumption, as is 
the fact that the winner is actually determined, in most cases, before all 
2N - 1 games have been played. Thus, Kingston’s result is proven very 
simply and a generalization is obviously suggested. 
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